TECHNISONIC RC-9100 REMOTE CONTROL PANEL OPTION (AS-350)

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this Engineering Order is to provide the option to install Technisonic Industries Ltd. P/N 131281-( ), RC-9100 Remote Control Panel.

B. APPLICABILITY

AS-350 rotorcraft with TDFM-9100 transceiver model variant installed.

C. REFERENCES

2. Avionics Design Services Ltd. MDL13015 and DL13015-1

II. INSTRUCTIONS

Note - Follow all practices and procedures as provided in the aircraft maintenance manual and Structural Repair Manual.

Note - The following procedure is accomplished with aircraft power off unless stated otherwise.

1. Install RC-9100 on secondary structure within the rotorcraft’s cabin or flight deck in accordance with manufacturers instructions and AC43.13 1B/2B standard practices, using standard aircraft hardware. Refer to Technisonic Industries Ltd. document number 14RE508, RC-9100 Installation Instructions.

---END---